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Rosie Clarke
Victory Bells For The Harpers Girls
Sally Harper is busy juggling running London's Oxford Street Store Harpers and looking after her beautiful new-born
daughter, whilst husband Ben is overseas on another dangerous mission, this time to rescue a friend in need.
Young Becky Stockbridge finds herself in a difficult situation which could bring shame to her and her family. Will Becky,
with the help of her friends find her happy ever after and keep her secret?
Marion Jackson is blessed with a son as she eagerly awaits the return of her husband Reggie. But all is not right when
Reggie returns. Is Marion strong enough to save her family from yet another crisis?
As the war clouds retreat and the victory bells ring, tears and joy mingle with those of sadness as the world counts
the true toll of war and celebrates peace.
Can the Harpers Girls begin to look forward to some happy times as a new dawn rises over London?
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Family Saga

Read by Juliette Burton

Playing Time: 9 hours 41 mins

LP: Available

Portia MacIntosh
The Meet Cute Method
Do movie romances ever happen in real life...?
Frankie doesn't believe in true love. As relationships expert at popular magazine Stylife, she has learnt that dating
disasters are far more common than happy ever afters.
So when she is tasked to find out if meet cutes can work in real life she is up for the challenge – but whether it's being
a damsel in distress with a flat tyre, or spilling coffee over a stranger, she isn't convinced this can really lead to love.
But little does Frankie know that the ultimate meet cute opportunity is just around the corner. As she is whisked off her
feet (all in the name of her work project of course...) perhaps true love isn't just for the movies after all...?
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Read by Karen Cass

Playing Time: 8 hours 11 mins

LP: Available

May 2022
Heather Atkinson
Blood Pact
To survive, they’ll need to stick together…
After the defeat of the rival Gordon and Thompson families, the Blood Brothers' reputations as feared lieutenants of
the McVay clan are firmly established. The Gallowburn has become an untouchable stronghold in their capable hands.
However, danger rears its head in another form – Mob boss and Jamie's deadliest foe, Cameron Abernethy. Still
fighting to be released from prison, Cameron decides to use the Lawson family, the Blood Brothers' biggest rivals, to
discover his daughter's whereabouts.
With his enemies getting closer, and the police on his tail too, Jamie has some impossible choices to make. This is his
last chance to live the life he's dreamed of with the woman he loves, but first he's got to make sure he's not caught
or killed...
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Crime
Read by Angus King
		

Playing Time: 11 hours 14 mins

LP: Available

Gemma Rogers
The Feud
The day my path crossed with Simon Fox I thought I'd already lost everything but then he ran me off the road with
his flash car and belittling jibes.
The men in my life had undermined me for too long.
Enough was enough.
Fuelled by alcohol and the desire to get even, I decided a spot of petty vandalism would make me feel a whole lot
better.
Wrong. Very wrong...
I hadn't realised that Simon Fox was not a man to be messed with.
He showed me just how much I still had left to lose.
Soon I was battling for my home, family and life.
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Thriller

Read by Imogen Church

Playing Time: 9 hours 50 mins

LP: Available

Kerry Kaya
The Reckoning
An eye for an eye...
Once the top dog, Danny Mckay has walked away from his old gangland life. He's on the straight and narrow now,
looking forward to settling down and living a quiet life.
But trouble seems to follow Danny. And when his own family is caught up in a shocking event, Danny is dragged back
into the gangland world, hell bent on revenge.
Danny's determined to make someone pay, but the rules are different this time around – old friends are enemies, and
Danny doesn't know who he can trust.
And as Danny gets closer to the truth, he realises that the consequences of his own actions could destroy everything
– and everyone – that he loves.
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Read by Annie Aldington

Playing Time: 8 hours 33 mins

LP: Available

May 2022
Jill Steeples
When We Meet Again
Alice Fletcher doesn't like to take chances and she certainly doesn't believe in fate. Three years after the end of her
last long-term relationship, she's in no hurry to risk another heartbreak.
But fate has other plans. One day, on her drive home, Alice comes across a man, dazed and lost, by the side of a
wrecked car. And with no one else around, Alice goes to help.
TV star Jimmy Mack is riding the crest of the career wave one minute, and the next he's staring at his crashed car. But
when Alice comes to rescue him, things start to look up.
What Alice and Jimmy discover next changes everything. Fate might have marked them out for each other, but
somehow their destinies have got tangled. Will they get their happily-ever-after, or might their time together be shorter
than either of them would hope...
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Romance
Read by Lesley Dessalles
		

Playing Time: 6 hours 48 mins

LP: Available

Erin Litteken
The Memory Keeper Of Kyiv
In 1929, Katya is 16 years old, surrounded by family and in love with the boy next door. When Stalin's activists arrive
in her village, it's just a few, a little pressure to join the collective. But soon neighbours disappear, those who speak
out are never seen again and every new day is uncertain.
Resistance has a price, and as desperate hunger grips the countryside, survival seems more a dream than a possibility.
But, even in the darkest times, love beckons.
Seventy years later, a young widow discovers her grandmother's journal, one that will reveal the long-buried secrets
of her family's haunted past.
This is a story of the resilience of the human spirit, the love that sees us through our darkest hours and the true horror
of what happened during the Holodomor.
I never imagined the release of my novel on a past oppression of the Ukrainian people would coincide
with such a parallel tragedy. ERIN LITTEKEN
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Read by Katherine Fenton

Playing Time: 12 hours

LP: Available

Elena Collins
The Witch's Tree
A tale as old as time. A spirit that has never rested.
Present day
As a love affair comes to an end, and with it her dreams for her future, artist Selena needs a retreat. The picturepostcard Sloe Cottage in the Somerset village of Ashcombe promises to be the perfect place to forget her problems,
and Selena settles into her new home as spring arrives. But it isn't long before Selena hears the past whispering to
her. Sloe Cottage is keeping secrets which refuse to stay hidden.
1682
Grace Cotter longs for nothing more than a husband and family of her own. Content enough with her work on the
farm, looking after her father, and learning the secrets of her grandmother Bett's healing hands, nevertheless Grace
still hopes for love. But these are dangerous times for dreamers, and rumours and gossip can be deadly. One mis-move
and Grace's fate looks set...
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Read by Antonia Beamish

Playing Time: 11 hours 32 mins

LP: Available
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Mary Grand
Good Neighbours
It was meant to be a safe place to start again...
In need of an escape from her failing marriage, Nia agrees to house-sit her aunt's cottage on the Isle of Wight. She
feels sure the cosy close in a quaint harbour town will be a safe place to hide and figure out what to do next.
But things are not all as they seem in the close, and the neighbours who welcome her with open arms, are keeping
secrets. When Nia finds the body of one of her new friends lying on the beach, she feels sickeningly sure that the killer
is dangerously near to home.
Who killed her friend and why did she have to die? And if Nia discovers the answers she's looking for, is she next on
their hit list? Good neighbours may become good friends, but they can also make deadly enemies...
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Suspense
Read by Karen Cass
		

Playing Time: 11 hours

LP: Available

Edie Baylis
Fallout
Secrets. Lies. Revenge.
With the odds stacked against her, Samantha Reynold is determined to prove she's tough enough to be the boss. But
when a secret from the past threatens to ruin Sam's reputation, she suddenly feels very alone in this dark new world.
There's only one man she can turn to – rival club owner, Sebastian Stoker.
Seb knows first-hand how secrets and lies can tear a family apart. He wants to protect Sam at all costs, but siding with
her could threaten his own position as head of the Stoker family and risk accusations of betrayal.
With loyalties divided and two families at war – the fallout could be deadly.
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Crime

Read by Annie Aldington

Playing Time: 9 hours 14 mins

LP: Available

Georgina Troy
Finding Love On Sunshine Island
Welcome to the Sunshine Island – where the beaches are golden, the lifestyle is perfect and anything
is possible.
Piper Le Brocq is happily single after the disastrous ending of her engagement eighteen months before. The only man
in her life is Jax, her best friend and cousin, who spends his life teaching locals how to forage and taking tourists on
boat trips around the island. Her days are filled with helping out at her mother's guest house and selling her glass
mosaics at The Cabbage Patch emporium in Trinity.
Piper loves living on the Sunshine Island, where the neighbours look out for each other and visitors are welcome. So,
when handsome guest Alex Cooper arrives at the guest house to check up on his grandfather, she welcomes him to
the sunny island. And when he needs help after his grandfather is injured, she's quick to get involved.
Yet, the more she gets to know Alex the more mysterious he seems, and Alex isn't the only one keeping secrets from
her.
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Read by Emma Powell
		

Playing Time: 7 hours 22 mins

LP: Available
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John Nicholl
Mr Nice
Your worst nightmare is about to come true...
When Megan discovers that her young daughter is missing, she thinks that her ex-husband is to blame.
But was it someone else entirely?
Someone out for revenge? Someone with a grudge?
As DI Laura Kesey begins her investigation, she discovers that the case is infinitely more wicked than she could ever
have imagined.
The clock is ticking.
But will Kesey find Lottie before it's too late?
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John Nicholl
The Sisters
Nineteen-year-old Sally is battered and bruised, and lying in the hospital once again. It's nothing new, it's happened
before and it'll happen again.
But when DI Laura Kesey introduces Sally to a new social worker, she finds hope at a local women's domestic violence
refuge, where she's surrounded by women just like her.
But then a man is mowed down in a hit and run. Soon a second suspicious death follows. Both deaths link back to
the refuge.
Has Sally found a safe place or a new danger?
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Helen Rolfe
Summer At The Twist And Turn Bakery
The Heritage Bakery is finally getting the makeover it deserves, with sisters Jade and Celeste modernising the place
and putting their own stamp on it while retaining all the charm of days gone by. But Jade has far more planned than
a brand-new kitchen and fancy cake designs. She's ready for an even bigger change in her life. It's almost time to take
the next step and she knows just what to do to make that happen.
Etna owns the village tea rooms and when she hears that local man Harvey is looking for a labourer to help him
renovate the bakery after being let down at the last minute, she suggests to her nephew Linc that it may just be the
change he needs to get his head straight. Linc arrives in the Cove willing to give it a go and he works hard, but what he
hadn't envisaged was anything bordering on a romance – not with his track record or what he's involved in right now.
When a tall, dark, handsome stranger appears in the village and turns Jade's world upside down, will it be enough
to make her abandon her plan before she even sets the wheels in motion? And has Linc missed his chance to tell her
how he really feels?
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Read by Gloria Sanders
		

Playing Time: 8 hours 20 mins
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Helen Rolfe
Winter At Mistletoe Gate Farm
Tilly is overjoyed when an estranged relative comes to Heritage Cove wanting to make amends. But as she lets him
in to her life and Tilly's Bits 'n' Pieces – the shop she owns and loves – her friends aren't so sure whether everything
is quite as it seems.
Benjamin's parents run Mistletoe Gate Farm, selling Christmas trees, wreaths and mistletoe. Benjamin has always
thought his family was as firmly rooted in the ground as the rows of Norway Spruce and Fraser Firs. But when he finds
a letter that rocks his world he realises he may not be able to do anything to prevent the changes coming their way.
Benjamin and Tilly have been falling for one another since the summer but will family complications put an abrupt stop
to what is looking like a burgeoning romance?
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Read by Gloria Sanders
		

Playing Time: 8 hours 10 mins
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Ross Greenwood
The Fire Killer
When DI Barton is asked to investigate a seemingly innocuous fire that kills, he believes it's either children fooling
around or a worrying racially motivated crime.
As he delves deeper into the case, he soon realises that there is a history of similar blazes spread out over many years,
all within a close area. And after an idea is suggested by pathologist Mortis, Barton suspects he has the arsonist's
motives wrong.
When a night worker comes forward with a tip, Barton narrows down the suspects. Yet all of them act suspiciously
and he knows for sure that one or more of them are lying. And when a huge house blaze shocks everyone, Barton
fears the killer has lost all control.
Who is The Fire Killer? What will be next to burn?
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Read by David Thorpe

Playing Time: 9 hours 33 mins
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Helen Rolfe
Christmas At The Little Knitting Box
The Little Knitting Box has been in Cleo's family for nearly four decades, and since she arrived fresh off the plane from
the Cotswolds four years ago, Cleo has been doing a stellar job of running the store. But instead of an early Christmas
card in the mail this year, she gets a letter that tips her world on its axis.
Dylan has had a tumultuous few years. His marriage broke down, his mother passed away and he's been trying to pick
up the pieces as a stay-at-home dad. All he wants this Christmas is to give his kids the home and stability they need.
But when he meets Cleo at a party one night, he begins to see it's not always so easy to move on and pick up the
pieces, especially when his ex seems determined to win him back.
When the snow starts to fall in New York City, both Cleo and Dylan realise life is rarely so black and white and both
of them have choices to make. Will Dylan follow his heart or his head? And will Cleo ever allow herself to be a part of
another family when her own fell apart at the seams?
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Helen Rolfe
Snowflakes And Mistletoe At The Inglenook Inn
When Darcy returns to Manhattan, she's put in charge of the Inglenook Inn, a cosy boutique hotel in the heart of
Greenwich Village. The Inn needs a boost in bookings if it's to survive the competition, so Darcy is convinced that
hosting Christmas this year is the answer. What she doesn't expect is to meet a face from the past, which can only
spell trouble.
Myles left England behind and took a job in New York. It's a step forwards in his career, and has the added bonus of
being nowhere near his family. He's also hoping to avoid Christmas, the worst time of the year. But when his company
puts him up at the Inglenook Inn and he recognises Darcy, it isn't long before they clash.
When disaster strikes, can Myles and Darcy put their differences aside to make Christmas at the Inglenook Inn a
success?
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